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Insolvency - behind the statistics 
     

The number of individuals entering into personal insolvency administrations continue to rise in Australia with statistics for the 

2017-2018 period showing 31,859 entered into some form of administration under the Bankruptcy Act, whether it be 

bankruptcy, a Part IX debt agreement or a Personal Insolvency Agreement (Part X).  This contrasts with the overall insolvency 

administrations entered into in the 2016-2017 period of 30,161. 
  

Number of Bankruptcies filed: 16,811 

https://shoutout.wix.com/so/78MXFXAqp/click?w=LS0tDQoxMGI5YTU0MS04OWU0LTQ2NmItOGU4NS0zMTBlOTFmMmVhMmENCmh0dHA6Ly93d3cuYXVzdHJhbGlhbmRlYnRjb3Vuc2VsbG9ycy5jb20uYXUvYXJ0aWNsZXM_dXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPTcxNjJiNTNmLThjOGEtNDdiMC05ZjFkLWM5MjUzYzFlZGU3OCZ1dG1fc291cmNlPXNvDQotLS0


Number of Debt Agreements made: 14,834 

Number of Personal Insolvency Agreements: 214 

Total insolvency matters: 31,859* 

  

(*Source: Australian Financial Security Authority Annual Report 2017 / 2018) 

  

The cost to the general community as a result of insolvency activity can reach far beyond the purely financial toll.   One such 

area now receiving a great degree of acknowledgement is that of mental health problems.  These issues can arise, or may 

already be present when a person enters into personal insolvency administrations and can often be a matter that is overlooked 

in the statistics. 

  

Furthermore, the implications of an individual entering into an insolvency administration while experiencing mental health 

problems and possibly not being in a position to make significant decisions about their financial affairs can have serious 

ongoing ramifications once they have commenced the administration. 

  

Currently when an individual speaks to an insolvency professional about their financial affairs, there is no formal mechanism to 

do this in conjunction with a plan to address any mental health concerns that may be present other than to refer the person to a 

mental health support service or encourage them to speak with their general practitioner. 

  

The current duties expected of an insolvency professional do not formally extend to the consideration of a person’s mental 

health status, rather, it is confined to procedural matters relative to the administration.  For example in the case of a Trustee in 

Bankruptcy, the trustee’s duties are defined as: 

  

   *The duties of the trustee of the estate of a bankrupt include the following: 

1.       notifying the bankrupt’s creditors of the bankruptcy 

2.       determining whether the estate includes property that can be realised to pay a dividend to creditors 

3.       reporting to creditors within 3 months of the date of the bankruptcy on the likelihood of creditors receiving a dividend 

before the end of the bankruptcy 

4.       giving information about the administration of the estate to a creditor who reasonably requests it 

5.       determining whether the bankrupt has made a transfer of property that is void against the trustee 

6.       taking appropriate steps to recover property for the benefit of the estate 

7.       taking whatever action is practicable to try to ensure that the bankrupt discharges all of the bankrupt’s duties under this 

Act 

8.       considering whether the bankrupt has committed an offence against this Act 

9.       referring to the Inspector-General or to relevant law enforcement authorities any evidence of an offence by the bankrupt 

against this Act 



10.   administering the estate as efficiently as possible by avoiding unnecessary 

expense 

11.   exercising powers and performing functions in a commercially sound way. 

(*Source: Inspector General Practice Direction 14 - afsa.gov.au) 

  

Whereas a debt agreement administrator’s duties are defined under Section 185LA of the Bankruptcy Act 1966 as: 

  

The duties of an administrator of a debt agreement include: 

(a) dealing with the debtor's property in the manner specified in the debt agreement; and 

(b) giving information about the administration of the debt agreement to the debtor if the 

debtor makes a reasonable request for the information; and 

(c) giving information about the administration of the debt agreement to a creditor who: 

(i) is a party to the debt agreement; and 

(ii) makes a reasonable request for the information.  

  

With many insolvency professionals not trained in, or have the means necessary to deal with mental health problems, or such a 

requirement to do so being legislated for, it is important that those professionals maintain communication with mental health 

support services and to consider training in this area to help recognise matters that need to be referred to organisations that are 

better placed to help the individual. 

  

It has been announced by the Australian Financial Security Authority (AFSA), the Australian Securities and Investments 

Commission (ASIC) and the Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA) that an insolvency 

mental health awareness program is to be forthcoming over the next 12 months conducted by Mental Health First Aid 

Australia.      

  

The move to make available a training program to help assist insolvency professionals and their clients identify areas of 

concern regarding mental health problems in individuals experiencing financial difficulty is likely to be a valuable resource going 

forward. 
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